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ABSTRACT
We present a semantic caching scheme suitable for caching re-
sponses from Web services on the SOAP protocol level. Existing
semantic caching schemes for database systems or Web sources
cannot be applied directly because there is no semantic knowledge
available about the requests to and responses from Web services.
Web services are typically described using WSDL (Web Service
Description Language) documents. For semantic caching we de-
veloped an XML-based declarative language to annotate WSDL
documents with information about the caching-relevant semantics
of requests and responses. Using this information, our semantic
cache answers requests based on the responses of similar previ-
ously executed requests. Performance experiments—based on the
scenarios of TPC-W and TPC-W Version 2—conducted using our
prototype implementation demonstrate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed semantic caching scheme.

1. INTRODUCTION
Service-oriented architectures (SOAs) based on Web services

are emerging as the dominant application on the Internet. Mis-
sion critical services like business-to-business (B2B) or business-
to-consumer (B2C) services often require more performance, scal-
ability, and availability than a single server can provide. Server side
caching [32] and some kind of cluster architecture alleviate some
of these problems. Figure 1a) shows this central architecture. The
computers on the left-hand side represent the clients, the cloud rep-
resents the Internet. On the right-hand side, there is a Web service
(possibly running on a cluster) using a database as back-end like
many real-world services do. The local cache shown in the fig-
ure can be, e.g., a cache for the DBMS and/or a cache for XML
fragments. A major drawback of this architecture is that all clients
must still access the Web service directly over the Internet, pos-
sibly resulting in high latency, high bandwidth consumption, and
high server load.

One solution to these scalability problems appears to be dis-
tributing Web service instances across strategic locations on the In-
ternet, i.e., edge servers. A similar approach is already known in the
context of traditional Web servers where static content like images,
text, or videos is replicated on servers around the world using con-
tent distribution networks (CDNs) [17] like, e.g., Akamai. This ap-
proach works well with traditional Web content assembled from a
composite HTML page and other resources like images, referenced
via URLs in the HTML page. Thus, static resources can easily be
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Figure 1: Web Service Architecture Without (a) and With Dis-
tributed Caching (b)

moved from the origin server to a CDN. However, this approach is
not particularly suitable for Web services because their results are
typically monolithic XML documents without links to other docu-
ments. Thus, the distinction between static and dynamic content is
more difficult and the data is not available in predetermined frag-
ments like images and HTML pages. Furthermore, applying this
approach to Web services including their back-end databases re-
quires replication of the application logic as well as utilization of
some kind of distributed DBMS or local database cache for the
service instances [14]. This must be done individually for every
service and is very time-consuming and costly. Therewith, this is
one of the main disadvantages of this approach.

There are many Web services characterized by many requests
corresponding to read-only queries on their back-end databases and
only a small fraction of requests actually initiating updates on the
databases. One important category of services showing this kind of
access pattern is business services (B2C and B2B) offering query-
like interfaces to, e.g., access product catalogues. Such services
are also used in standard benchmarks for B2C and B2B environ-
ments, e.g., TPC-W [27] and TPC-W Version 2 [28]. Users nor-
mally send many read-only query-style requests to find the products
they are interested in before sending a few (generally not cachable)
transaction-style requests to order the selected products. Another
important category of Web services includes information services
like news services, weather services, etc., which typically offer
read-only access. There are Web services with different access pat-
terns but since the Web service categories described above are very
common and important, this paper focuses on them.



Our generic approach to achieving higher performance and scal-
ability is called Semantic SOAP Protocol Level Cache (SSPLC).
The performance increase is based on semantic caching of re-
sponses from Web services in request/response message exchange
patterns on the SOAP [5] protocol level. The resulting Web service
architecture is shown in Figure 1b). Clients are not directly access-
ing the origin service anymore; instead they are accessing instances
of SSPLC. As long as requests can be answered based on cached
data, the origin server hosting the Web service is not involved any-
more. Therefore, the load at the origin server is reduced, bandwidth
consumption is diminished, and latency is reduced. The advantage
of a semantic cache is that it reuses the responses to prior requests
to answer similar requests, not only the exact same requests. Thus,
if request R1 retrieves all books written by “Rowling” and after-
wards a request R2 retrieves all books written by “Joanne Rowl-
ing”, a semantic cache reuses the response to R1 to answer the
more selective request R2.

Our proposed cache can be used like traditional HTTP proxies,
i.e., SSPLC instances need not be hosted by service providers them-
selves, but can easily be run by, e.g., companies and universities,
just like HTTP proxies nowadays. However, SSPLC can also be
used as client cache, reverse-proxy cache, or edge server cache.
Because of synergy effects, there are major savings when the cache
is used by a large number of clients, i.e., is not used as client cache.
Additionally, if used as a reverse-proxy or an edge cache, server-
driven cache consistency techniques are applicable.

Our approach relies on service provider cooperation. All instruc-
tions to control the SSPLC are embedded by the provider of a ser-
vice in SOAP result documents and in the WSDL [10] description
of a service. The SOAP results are augmented with information
about cache consistency. This is the only modification to a Web
service required for the use of SSPLC. The effort necessary to gen-
erate these annotations depends on the consistency strategy and the
complexity of the application logic and is subject to further inves-
tigations. Simple annotations, e.g., TTL values, can be inserted
by the SOAP-engine in a post-processing step without modifica-
tions of the Web service. More complex annotations demand some
coding effort. Additionally, the WSDL document of the service
is annotated with information about the caching-relevant semantics
of a service. This is done manually using an XML-based declar-
ative language because automatic reasoning about the semantics
normally results in a very conservative caching behavior. Writing
these annotations is considered to be quite easy for the developers
of a Web service as they already have the required knowledge. Al-
together, we assume that the additional effort for the provider to
make a Web service cachable is clearly outweigh by its benefits, as
there are reduced server load, diminished bandwidth consumption,
and reduced latency. Using our declarative semantic annotations
it is possible to formalize a considerable amount of application do-
main knowledge and knowledge about the semantics of the requests
and responses of Web services to achieve effective caching behav-
ior. Currently, we are describing semantics of individual operations
without considering semantic correlations between different opera-
tions. Thus, SSPLC is internally organized as a set of virtual caches
such that every operation has its own private virtual cache instance.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2
we present background information for semantic caching and we
introduce an example Web service used to explain our semantic
caching scheme. Several basic design decisions are described in
Section 3. A detailed description of our Web service cache SSPLC,
the embedded control instructions of service providers, and some
sophisticated features of the SSPLC are presented in Section 4. Ex-
perimental results follow in Section 5. Section 6 surveys related

work and Section 7 presents our conclusions.

2. BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

2.1 Fundamentals of Semantic Caching
Semantic caching is a client-side caching technique introduced

in the mid 90s for DBMSs to exploit the semantic locality of
queries, e.g., [9, 11, 20, 21, 22]. A semantic cache is managed as
a collection of semantic regions. Semantic regions group together
semantically related objects and are composed of region descrip-
tor and region content. The descriptor basically contains a region
predicate (like ’author = “Joanne Rowling” ’) describing the region
content. The region content stores the objects related to a region
descriptor. Access history is maintained and cache replacement is
performed at the granularity of semantic regions.

Every query sent to a semantic cache is split into two disjoint
parts: a probe query and a remainder query. The probe query
extracts the relevant portion of the result already available in the
cache while the remainder query is sent to the origin server to fetch
the missing, i.e., not cached, part of the result. If the remainder
query is empty, the cache does not interact with the origin server.
In the context of DBMSs or Web sources, all participating compo-
nents have been full-fledged DBMSs. Since Web services normally
have a more constrained query interface, semantic caching must be
adapted to these limitations (see Section 4).

2.2 Running Example
Amazon offers a SOAP-based Web service interface which is

very similar to their broadly known HTTP interface. Since Ama-
zon is in fact a “real-world implementation” of the TPC-W bench-
mark, we use parts of their interface for our example and the
TPC-W benchmark scenario as basis for performance experiments
conducted using our prototype implementation. Our example ser-
vice is called Book Store Light and is a slim version of Amazon.
The relevant operation of this service is a search for books written
by certain authors (author search). The XML documents used by
Amazon are too large to be presented entirely in this paper. We
shortened and simplified them to a reasonable degree and removed
all namespaces from the presented documents for better readability
and a more concise presentation.

2.3 The Communication Protocol SOAP
SOAP [5] is an XML-based communication protocol for dis-

tributed applications. SOAP is designed to exchange messages con-
taining structured and typed data and can be used on top of several
different transfer protocols like HTTP (HyperText Transfer Proto-
col), SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol), and FTP (File Trans-
fer Protocol). The usage of SOAP over HTTP is the default in the
current landscape of Web services.

SOAP itself does not define any application semantics and can
therefore be used in a broad range of applications. It can be used to
deliver a single message, for request/response message exchange,
or even for RPC (Remote Procedure Call). The basic structure of
a SOAP message consists of three parts: an envelope, an optional
header, and a mandatory body. The Envelope element is the root
element of a message and contains the other two elements Header
and Body. The Header element of a message offers a generic
mechanism to extend the SOAP protocol in a decentralized man-
ner. This is used for extensions like Web Service Security [2]. We
defined a SOAP header extension to control cache consistency, see
Section 3. The Body element contains the payload of the message.
Figure 3 shows an example SOAP response corresponding to the
request shown in Figure 2.



<Envelope encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap...">
<Body>
<AuthorSearchRequest>
<AuthorSearchRequest type="AuthorRequest">
<author type="string">Joanne Rowling</author>
<levelOfDetail type="string">lite</levelOfDetail>

</AuthorSearchRequest>
</AuthorSearchRequest>

</Body>
</Envelope>

Figure 2: Example SOAP Request

<Envelope encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap...">
<Body>
<AuthorSearchRequestResponse>
<return type="ProductInfo">
<TotalResults type="int">200</TotalResults>
<DetailsArray arrayType="Details[200]" type="Array">
<Details type="Details">
<Title type="string">
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone

</Title>
<Authors arrayType="string[2]" type="Array">
<Author type="string">Joanne K. Rowling</Author>
<Author type="string">Mary GrandPré</Author>

</Authors>
</Details>
<!-- ...199 more Details elements... -->

</DetailsArray>
</return>

</AuthorSearchRequestResponse>
</Body>

</Envelope>

Figure 3: Example SOAP Response

SOAP offers a standard encoding style1, i.e., serialization mech-
anism, to convert arbitrary graphs of objects to an XML-based rep-
resentation, but user-defined serialization schemes can be used as
well. Since the techniques presented in this paper are applicable
independent of the concrete serialization method (as long as the
cache understands the encoding), we use the standard serialization
throughout this paper.

2.4 The Description Language WSDL
WSDL (Web Service Description Language) [10] is an XML-

based language to describe the technical specifications of a Web
service, in particular the operations offered by a Web service, the
syntax of the input and output documents, and the communication
protocol to use for communication with the service. The exact
structure of a WSDL document is complex and out of the scope
of this paper, but we will give a brief overview of the WSDL stan-
dard. At first, a service in WSDL is described on an abstract level
and afterwards bound to a specific protocol, network address (nor-
mally a URL), and message format. On the abstract level port types
are defined. A port type is a set of operations (like author search).
Every operation has a number of input and output messages asso-
ciated defining the order and type of the messages sent to/received
from the operation. There are four message exchange patterns de-
fined within the WSDL specification: one-way, request/response,
solicit/response, and notification. Our SSPLC handles the most
commonly used request/response message exchange pattern. In
fact, this is also the only message exchange pattern qualifying for
caching. Such an operation expects one message as input and gen-
erates one output message. The messages themselves are assem-
bled from several typed parts. The types are defined using XML
Schema [12].

On the non-abstract level, port types are bound to concrete com-

1The standard serialization can be referenced by the URL
http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/.

<message name="AuthorSearchRequest">
<part name="AuthorSearchRequest"

type="AuthorRequest" />
</message>
<message name="AuthorSearchResponse">

<part name="return" type="ProductInfo" />
</message>
<portType name="BookStoreLightPort">

<operation name="AuthorSearchRequest">
<input message="AuthorSearchRequest" />
<output message="AuthorSearchResponse" />

</operation>
</portType>

Figure 4: Messages and Port Types
<types>
<schema>
<complexType name="AuthorRequest">
<all>
<element name="author" type="string" />
<element name="levelOfDetail" type="string" />

</all>
</complexType>
<complexType name="ProductInfo">
<all>
<element name="TotalResults" type="int" />
<element name="DetailsArray" type="DetailsArray" />

</all>
</complexType>
<complexType name="DetailsArray">
<complexContent>
<restriction base="Array">
<attribute ref="arrayType" arrayType="Details[]" />

</restriction>
</complexContent>

</complexType>
<complexType name="Details">
<all>
<element name="Asin" type="string" />
<element name="Title" type="string" />
<element name="Authors" type="AuthorArray" />

</all>
</complexType>
<complexType name="AuthorArray">
<complexContent>
<restriction base="Array">
<attribute ref="arrayType" arrayType="string[]" />

</restriction>
</complexContent>

</complexType>
</schema>

</types>

Figure 5: Type Definitions

munication protocols and concrete formats of the messages using
so-called bindings. Our prototype implementation currently sup-
ports the SOAP 1.1 binding defined in the WSDL 1.1 specification
which is the most commonly used binding today.2 Of course, the
prototype can be enhanced to support other bindings. Messages are
serialized according to a set of rules defined by an encoding style.
So far, our SSPLC prototype supports the standard serialization of
SOAP already mentioned earlier. At last, a service in WSDL is
defined as a set of ports, i.e., bindings with associated network ad-
dresses (normally URLs).

Since SSPLC is currently mainly based on annotations at the
abstract level we will focus on this level. Figure 4 shows
a fragment of a WSDL document defining the port type of
the Book Store Light service (BookStoreLightPort) having
one operation (AuthorSearchRequest). This operation ex-
pects an AuthorSearchRequest message as input and pro-
duces an AuthorSearchResponse message as an output doc-
ument. These messages are defined just above the portType el-
ement. Messages are composed of several part elements. As

2An example for a SOAP 1.1 binding is presented in Section 4.



shown in the figure, the request message has one part of type
AuthorRequest and the response message has one part of type
ProductInfo. These types are defined using XML Schema in
another fragment of the WSDL document, shown in Figure 5. An
element of type AuthorRequest has the elements author and
levelOfDetail, both of type string, in its content. In our
example, levelOfDetail can be “heavy” or “lite” and influ-
ences the level of detail of the result. Figure 2 shows an example
SOAP message requesting the most important information about
books written by “Joanne Rowling”.

An element of type ProductInfo contains the two subele-
ments TotalResults and DetailsArray. The former is
of type int, whereas DetailsArray is, in short, an array of
Details elements. Details is another type defined inside the
WSDL document, having the three subelements Asin, Title,
and Authors. The first two subelements are of type string, the
last one is of type AuthorArray which is an array of strings
representing the authors of the book. For our example, we assume
that Asin is only present in a result if levelOfDetail was
“heavy”.

3. BASICS OF THE WEB SERVICE CACHE
The SSPLC features protocol level semantic caching, not appli-

cation level caching. Thus, the SSPLC a priori has no implicit
knowledge about the applications, i.e., Web services. It is there-
fore necessary to instruct the cache what to cache, how to cache,
and how long to cache. In our approach this information is spec-
ified by the provider of a service (see Section 4). Of course, pro-
tocol level caching in general cannot be as efficient as application
level caching, but added generic usability and good applicability to
a wide range of existing Web services is compensating for that.

We will now discuss our design decisions on caching aspects like
replacement policy and cache consistency strategy. These concerns
are not the main focus of our work so we used existing solutions as
far as possible and adapted existing work where necessary. Other
replacement strategies and cache consistency strategies can be used
with SSPLC as well.

3.1 Replacement Policy
Since cache memory is a limited resource, the cache may have

to discard some regions to free memory for new regions. There are
several well known replacement strategies available, e.g., FIFO,
LRU, LRU-K [25], and a low overhead approximation to LRU-2
called 2Q [18]. After experimenting with FIFO and 2Q, we decided
to implement our own modified version of the 2Q strategy. Empir-
ically, standard 2Q is a smart choice because of good replacement
decisions and low CPU overhead, but this algorithm is designed to
handle objects of uniform size.

The 2Q strategy (more precisely the simplified 2Q strategy) is
based on two queues which share the cache memory. The first
queue (A1) is organized using a FIFO strategy. Every object which
is requested for the first time is inserted into this queue. If an object
is requested for a second time while it is still contained in A1, the
object is considered a hot spot and is moved to the other queue Am

which is organized using the LRU strategy. Every time an object
contained in Am is requested, the corresponding entry is moved to
the top of the queue. Objects reaching the tail of A1 or Am are
removed if memory is required for new objects. Which queue is
selected for deletion depends on a tunable threshold for the size of
A1. In our implementation, A1 and Am are of the same size.

As semantic regions can be of different size, it is obvious that
purging a region from the cache should not only depend on its us-
age but also on its size. Thus, we introduce a simple but efficient

cost-to-size ratio. This is done by dividing the queues into slots.
Thus, large regions allocate multiple slots of the queues A1 or Am.
Of course, every region exists only once but is referenced from
multiple slots. How many slots a region r uses is defined by the
tuning parameter slot size: slots(r) = �size(r)/slot size�.

Now, a large region r must be requested for slots(r) times before
it is completely moved from A1 to Am. The queue Am is still
organized using LRU. After r has been completely moved to Am,
every time r is requested, the lowest slot of r contained in Am is
moved to the top of Am. If one of the slots allocated by r reaches
the bottom of A1 or Am, r is purged if memory is required, as
described above. Thus, the larger a region r is, the more often it
has to be requested to preserve it from being purged.

3.2 Distribution Control/Cache Consistency
The SSPLC is transparent to users and other Web services. Thus,

for clients responses from the cache look like responses generated
by the origin Web service itself. Since Web services are often used
in business environments, ambiguity about who is liable for a re-
sponse is not tolerable. There are a lot of other problems related
to caches, e.g., is it allowed to cache the response of a pay-per-use
service, or is it allowed to cache responses from a service at all?
Therefore, SSPLC gives providers exclusive control over distribu-
tion and cache consistency using a SOAP header extension. As
long as there is no consistency information, SSPLC won’t cache
a response as postulated by [24] and [4]. Web services can also
explicitly forbid caching.

There are several techniques described in the literature offering
weak or strong cache consistency guarantees. The most commonly
used weak consistency techniques are client-driven and easy to han-
dle: time-to-live (TTL) and expiry-time [8]. Strong consistency
techniques, e.g., server invalidation or lease-based techniques [6,
8, 17, 23], are typically server-driven and are more complex. The
authors of [7] present a generic solution for server invalidation of
cached HTML pages, which are dynamically generated using data
from a relational database. If there are updates to the database,
cached pages that are affected by these updates are invalidated auto-
matically. Using an adapted solution for database-generated SOAP
responses to invalidate semantic regions in SSPLC might be a good
starting point for integrating invalidation into SSPLC. As already
mentioned, strong consistency techniques can only be applied in
a reasonable way if SSPLC is used as a reverse-proxy or an edge
cache. Using these techniques, SSPLC can even handle highly dy-
namic Web services. Since cache consistency mechanisms are not
the focus of this work, we assume service-specific TTL in the fol-
lowing discussion.

If a provider allows caching, it must explicitly state some
cache consistency information. For example, the following
CacheControlHeader element allows caching of the message
and states that the response is fresh for at least the given duration
(12 hours). After this duration, the cached version of the response
must be removed from the cache.

<CacheControlHeader>
<CacheConsistency>
<TTL>P0Y0M0DT12H00M00S</TTL>

</CacheConsistency>
</CacheControlHeader>

3.3 Physical Storage of Semantic Regions
Using a cache requires a large amount of memory to be able to

serve lots of clients based on a reasonably large number of semantic
regions. Since disks are considerably larger and cheaper than main
memory, it is obviously a good idea to use them for the storage of
semantic regions. Preferably, the replacement strategy should be



<binding name="BSLBinding" type="BookStoreLightPort">
<binding style="rpc" transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http" />
<operation name="AuthorSearchRequest">

<operation soapAction="BookStoreLight" />
<input>
<!-- ...describes how the input message is mapped to XML... -->

</input>
<output>
<!-- ...describes how the output message is mapped to XML... -->

</output>
<OperationCacheControl>
<fragmentationXPath>
/Envelope/Body/AuthorSearchRequestResponse/return/DetailsArray/Details

</fragmentationXPath>
<reassemblingXQuery> <!CDATA[

let $details := ##RESULT_FRAGMENTS##
return
<Envelope encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/">
<Body>
<AuthorSearchRequestResponse>
<return type="ProductInfo">
<TotalResults type="int">##COUNT_RESULT_FRAGMENTS##</TotalResults>
<DetailsArray arrayType="Details[##COUNT_RESULT_FRAGMENTS##]" type="Array">
{$details}

</DetailsArray>
</return>

</AuthorSearchRequestResponse>
</Body>

</Envelope> ]]>
</reassemblingXQuery>

</OperationCacheControl>
</operation>

</binding>
Figure 6: Annotation of the AuthorSearchRequest Operation

aware of disks in order to distinguish between “purge a semantic
region” and “move a semantic region to disk”, thus allowing “hot”
regions to be kept in main memory while storing “cooler” regions
on disk. Since it is orthogonal to the issues discussed in this paper
whether the cache is based on main memory, disk, or both, we as-
sume for the rest of the paper that the cache is only based on main
memory. Our prototype system is main memory-based as well.

4. SEMANTIC CACHING IN SSPLC
Basically, semantic caching in SSPLC is done by annotating

WSDL documents with information about the caching-relevant se-
mantics of services using the language presented in the next sec-
tion. This information is used for mapping SOAP requests to pred-
icates, for fragmenting responses, and for reassembling responses.
Thus, adapted semantic caching algorithms can be applied.

4.1 WSDL Annotations
Our language is designed both to cover common capabilities of

existing Web service interfaces and to preserve efficient solvabil-
ity of the query containment problem [15, 29], which is intrinsic
to the semantic caching approach. The annotation of WSDL docu-
ments is done using XML Schema annotation elements and WSDL
extensibility elements. Thus, compatibility to the original WSDL
document is preserved, because applications which cannot handle
the annotations ignore them.

4.1.1 Fragmentation and Reassembling
Since Web services deliver monolithic XML documents rather

than tuple-oriented responses, SSPLC needs some information

about how to fragment such documents to obtain fine-granular
response units comparable to tuples in database caching. These
units are called fragments. We use an XPath-expression to spec-
ify the fragmentation. Additionally, SSPLC needs further in-
structions regarding the generation of a complete response doc-
ument based on fragments of prior requests. This informa-
tion is specified using the XQuery language. Both the XPath-
expression and the XQuery, are provided using an additional el-
ement (OperationCacheControl) inside the binding ele-
ment of the WSDL document of a service because it depends on
the actual coding of the messages.

Figure 6 gives an example for our Book Store Light. The marked
region depicts the annotated information for the SSPLC while the
rest of the document constitutes a standard SOAP binding. Refer-
ring to our book store example, we are interested in the individual
books, i.e., Details elements, contained in a response document
of our example service. The XPath-expression shown inside the
fragmentationXPath element in Figure 6 can be used to frag-
ment a response document accordingly. This XPath-expression can
be figured out by examination of the type definition part of the ser-
vice’s WSDL document (see Figure 5) and of an example response
of the service (see Figure 3). The XQuery to reassemble a re-
sponse is shown in the figure inside the reassemblingXQuery
element. The macros ##COUNT RESULT FRAGMENTS## and
##RESULT FRAGMENTS## are expanded by the SSPLC before
evaluating the XQuery and represent exactly the fragments (respec-
tively their number) which should be reassembled to a complete
response document. Since an introduction to XQuery lies outside
the scope of this paper, we will not explain the XQuery shown in



the figure. It should be obvious that the result of the XQuery is a
SOAP response like the one shown in Figure 3.

4.1.2 Predicate Mapping
We need predicates in region descriptors to describe the frag-

ments stored in the region. Thus, we need some information about
the semantics of requests. Moreover, we want to be able to filter
semantic regions, e.g., if we are looking for all books written by
“Joanne Rowling” in a region storing all books written by “Rowl-
ing”. Therefore, we need to know how to access the individual
“attributes” (elements) of a tuple (fragment). This information is
annotated to the type definitions of requests in WSDL documents.

We will explain the annotations using our Book Store Light ex-
ample. The original type definition of AuthorRequest, which
is the request type of our service, is shown in Figure 5. Cur-
rently, we assume that if there are several parameters defined in
a request, i.e., levelOfDetail and author, they are com-
bined by an AND operator. Thus, the request shown in Figure 2
means that we are looking for all books written by “Joanne Rowl-
ing” and we are only interested in the most important facts of the
books. Additionally, we assume that if there are several elements
inside an array, the elements are logically ANDed together, too.
This is also true for responses (see the Author elements inside
the Authors element shown in Figure 3). The annotated version
of the AuthorRequest type is shown in Figure 7.

We annotate every parameter of the request using one or more
CacheControl elements. It is necessary to specify some context
information because a parameter can be used for several operations
having different semantics. Also, if another binding is used, the
coding of the parameter might be different, requiring some modifi-
cations inside the CacheControl element. Thus, the context in-
formation given by the attributes of CacheControl defines when
to use the information inside the CacheControl element. The
information shown in Figure 7 can only be used to analyze an in-
put message for the AuthorSearchRequest operation using
the BSLBinding. A StringParameter element defines that
the parameter is of type string. The content of this element gives
more detailed information about how to handle this string param-
eter. We also defined elements for other parameter types, e.g., an
IntegerParameter element. Each of these elements contains
further information (e.g., operators) depending on the parameter
type.

Looking at the example in Figure 7, we observe that the author
parameter is mandatory (required element). If a parameter is
optional, a default value of the parameter that is used in case of
absence of the parameter in a request must be specified using a
default element (not available in the example document). The
fragmentXPath element specifies how to extract the informa-
tion from result fragments that correspond to this parameter (com-
pare Figure 3). For example, if we ask for books written by an au-
thor, the fragmentXPath can be used to find the authors in the
result fragments. If, as in our example, an XPath is specified, the
cache can inspect the fragments to look up the actual author(s) of a
book. This information can be used to filter all fragments contained
in a semantic region. If there is no XPath specified, the cache is not
able to do such filtering because it is constrained to the information
obtained from the request.

The element implicitOperator defines the operator of the
parameter. Currently, we support the following operators (for ap-
propriate parameter types): >, ≥, <, ≤, = (or equals), contains,
contains wwo, starts with, and ends with. In our example, the op-
erator is contains wwo which is a contains operator that looks for
“whole word only” occurrences of the given pattern in a string,

<complexType name="AuthorRequest"><all>
<element name="author" type="string">
<annotation><appinfo>

<CacheControl context="AuthorSearchRequest"
bindingContext="BSLBinding">

<StringParameter>
<required>true</required>
<fragmentXPath>
Authors/Author/text()

</fragmentXPath>
<implicitOperator>contains_wwo</implicitOperator>
<caseSensitive>false</caseSensitive>
<operators>
<and> </and>
<and>,</and>

</operators>
</StringParameter>

</CacheControl>
</appinfo></annotation></element>

<element name="levelOfDetail" type="string">
<annotation><appinfo>

<CacheControl context="AuthorSearchRequest"
bindingContext="BSLBinding">

<StringParameter>
<required>true</required>
<implicitOperator>equals</implicitOperator>
<caseSensitive>true</caseSensitive>

</StringParameter>
</CacheControl>

</appinfo></annotation></element>
</all></complexType>

Figure 7: Annotated WSDL Type Definition

i.e., “Joanne Rowling” does not contain wwo “Rowl”, but con-
tains wwo “Rowling”. The comparison of strings is case insen-
sitive as defined by the caseSensitive element.

Additionally, we support the logical operators AND and OR to
support complex predicates. We also support parentheses for prece-
dence control. Currently, we are not supporting the ¬ operator (log-
ical NOT operator) because there are virtually no Web services of-
fering this operator and we are interested in keeping the query con-
tainment problem efficiently solvable. The operators element
in Figure 7 defines two AND operators for the author parameter: a
space character and a comma.

The second parameter is levelOfDetail. This is also a
mandatory string parameter. The implicit operator is a case sen-
sitive “equals”. There is no fragmentXPath defined because in
the response document of our Web service no explicit information
about whether it is a “heavy” or a “lite” result is contained. As this
information is contained in the request and therefore is stored as
part of the region predicate, this information is not lost.

Using these annotations our SSPLC can figure out the semantics
of a request and is able to extract relevant elements from fragments.
Also, it is able to generate a region predicate from a request. For
example, the request shown in Figure 2 is mapped to the following
predicate:

author contains wwo case insensitive “Joanne” ∧
author contains wwo case insensitive “Rowling” ∧

levelOfDetail equals case sensitive “lite”

4.2 Matching and Control Flow
Using our annotations we are now able to understand the

caching-relevant semantics of requests and responses. We will now
describe how this information is used for caching. The control flow
of our SSPLC is shown in Figure 8. First of all, a SOAP request R
is mapped to a predicate P as described above. Although the Book
Store Light does not offer a logical OR operator for the author pa-
rameter, we will use the following predicate P (operator names are
shortened) for demonstration purposes throughout this section:
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(author contains “Rowling” ∨ author contains “GrandPré”) ∧
levelOfDetail = “lite”

After the mapping, P is transformed into disjunctive normal
form (DNF) and split into conjunctive predicates (CPs), i.e.,
predicates only containing simple predicates connected by logical
AND operators. If there is no logical OR in a request, P is
processed as is. The transformation of our example predicate P
results in:

CP1 : author contains “Rowling” ∧ levelOfDetail = “lite”
CP2 : author contains “GrandPré” ∧ levelOfDetail = “lite”

For every CP, the light gray actions shown in Figure 8 are exe-
cuted in parallel. First, match types of a CP with all semantic re-
gions are determined, i.e., the correlation between every semantic
region S and the result of CP is determined. There are five differ-
ent match types (compare [9, 21]) as shown in Figure 9. The best
match type for a CP and a semantic region S is, of course, the ex-
act match. The next best match type is a containing match because
we only have to filter S by eliminating all fragments fulfilling the
region predicate but not CP to get the fragments for the response.
The other three match types require server interaction because we
do not have all fragments cached to answer the request. Since most
Web services do not have adequate interfaces to be able to process
complicated remainder requests, we handle all three match types as
disjoint match. Thus, we are sending a request generated from the
CP to the Web service even though there already might be some rel-
evant fragments available in the cache. Even if a Web service can

process complicated remainder requests, processing of such com-
plex requests is likely to be costly. As one of the goals of SSPLC
is to reduce processing demands of the central servers, usage of
complex remainder requests could be counterproductive.

The response of the Web service is fragmented and afterwards
stored in the cache. If there are already regions in the cache that
are a subset of the response (i.e., in the case of a contained match),
these semantic regions are replaced with the new (larger) semantic
region. In all other cases, the fragmented response is inserted as a
new semantic region using CP as the region predicate.

After all CPs have been processed, SSPLC calculates the re-
sult of P as the union of the results of all CPs. By default, du-
plicates are eliminated, i.e., SSPLC implements the very common
set semantics. Alternatively, SSPLC calculates the result without
duplicate elimination. This behavior is controlled by an optional
distinct element inside the OperationCacheControl el-
ement (not shown in the example document). Fragments are con-
sidered equal if their contents are equal or if keys are defined, their
keys are equal. Keys can be defined via a key element inside the
OperationCacheControl element using the standard XML
Schema syntax for keys. Usage of keys considerably speeds up du-
plicate elimination. We do not further investigate keys in the scope
of this paper. The result of P is (conceptually) written to an XML
document D. After that, the reassemblingXQuery is evalu-
ated with the macro ##RESULT FRAGMENTS## expanded to D
and the macro ##COUNT RESULT FRAGMENTS## expanded to
|D|. Finally, the response is sent back to the client.

4.3 Sorting and Generalization
Since the order of elements can be important in XML documents,

we enhanced our SSPLC to be aware of it. XML documents are in-
herently ordered by the sequence of the elements (document order).
As long as the document order generated by a Web service offers
no real added value (e.g., lexicographical order by title), it does not
matter in which order the fragments emerge in the response. Also,
as long as we are using fragments of only one semantic region (fil-
tered or not), order is abided and we can generate correctly ordered
results as in the Book Store Light example.

If a Web service orders fragments using some information avail-
able in the response, there are two possibilities to establish the same
order even if we are merging fragments of several semantic regions
to generate the response. First, if the order is fixed, i.e., always
the same, the reassemblingXQuery can be modified to do the
sorting using the order by clause of XQuery. Second, if the or-
der depends on a request parameter, we can annotate this param-



eter using a SortParameter element. This element contains a
mapping from the service’s sorting facilities to order by clauses of
XQuery. For example, if a Web service has a parameter sort and
the value “+title” means “sort by title”, a mapping to XQuery
could look like “order by $fragment/Title”. The appro-
priate order by clause is inserted into reassemblingXQuery
before evaluation.

The value of a sorting parameter is stored in the region descriptor
because it is relevant for determining the match types. An exact
or containing match is only usable if either the sorting is already
as it should be or we are able to establish the correct order using
an order by clause. If the response of the Web service does not
contain an element that can be used to reestablish the sorting of
fragments, the SSPLC has to send a SOAP document generated
from the region predicate to the Web service for the correct order
when fragments from more than one semantic region are needed
for the response. If only fragments from one region are needed, it
must already have the required order, otherwise the service must
be contacted as well. To avoid several semantic regions containing
the same fragments in different order, SSPLC stores sorting vectors
inside semantic regions to remember alternative sortings for future
use.

Another enhancement of our semantic caching scheme is the
usage of generalization for better decisions on the query contain-
ment/predicate subsumption problem. Our SSPLC supports two
different types of generalization. First, tree-structured containment
relations for values of parameters can be defined. For example, if
there is a parameter defining whether we are interested in paper-
back, hardcover, or both, we are able to annotate this parameter to
point out that “hardcover ⊆ both” and “paperback ⊆ both”. This
information is used during match type computation and for filtering
of semantic regions.

The second type of generalization can be seen in our example.
There is a parameter levelOfDetail that influences the level
of detail of the response. Since “heavy” fragments simply contain
some extra elements, it is possible to define an XQuery filter to
transform “heavy fragments” to “lite fragments” by removing the
surplus elements like the Asin elements in our example. This in-
formation is also used during match type computation and region
filtering.

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We implemented a prototype of the Web Service Cache SSPLC

using Java. We conducted several performance experiments based
on the scenarios of the TPC-W [27] and TPC-W Version 2 [28]
benchmarks.

5.1 Benchmark Scenario 1 (TPC-W)
The first scenario is related to the online bookstore scenario of

the TPC Web commerce benchmark (TPC-W). Because TPC-W
does not aim at SOAP Web services and semantic caching, but in-
stead at traditional Web servers and back-end servers, major modi-
fications to TPC-W (system architecture as well as data generation)
are necessary to adjust the benchmark to the context of our SSPLC
in a reasonable way. Thus, we decided to model our benchmark
scenario on the SOAP interface of Amazon, just as the scenario of
TPC-W is modeled on the HTTP interface of Amazon. We chose
to use Amazon’s author search request for our benchmarks because
this search functionality is also addressed in TPC-W.

5.1.1 Experimental Setup
Our benchmark environment for the first scenario consists of two

standard off-the-shelf computers with an Intel Pentium 4 CPU, 2.8

GHz, 1 GB main memory, and 100 MBit/s network adapter each.
The operating system is Red Hat 9 and we use Java 2 SDK, Ver-
sion 1.4.1 from Sun Microsystems. One of the computers is used
for the simulation Web service (see below), the other one for the
cache and the benchmark engine. We use recent versions of the
following tools: QIZX/open [13] is used as XQuery processor,
Xalan [30] as XPath processor, Xerces [31] as XML parser and
Axis [3] as implementation of SOAP.

To show the effectiveness of our semantic cache, we imple-
mented a simulation service rather than using Amazon directly be-
cause Amazon delivers its results page-wise (i.e., 10 books per
SOAP response), which is an unusual behavior for Web services.
The requests and responses of our simulation service are identical
to those of the Amazon service despite the fact that our service de-
livers all results to a request in one response. For that purpose, we
materialized some of the data of Amazon to be able to work with
real data. Since our simulation service delivers these materialized
results extremely fast, we are delaying results to simulate process-
ing time of a Web service. We conducted some experiments to
assure that SSPLC is able to deliver its results as fast or faster on
average than the origin Web service. Since these results depend
heavily on the performance of the origin server and of the machine
running SSPLC, we do not present quantitative results.

Our benchmark scenario is based on several top-300 bestseller
lists (top selling science books, top selling sports books, ...) of
Amazon. We used these different bestseller lists to generate differ-
ent traces as described below and we always present the average of
all performance experiments conducted using these different traces.
If an author’s book is present on the bestseller list, people will be
interested in other books published by the same author, too. Thus,
an author search request is more likely for authors whose books
are ranked high on the bestseller list. Since studies [1] have found
that the request characteristics of many Internet applications are
adequately modeled through a Zipf-like distribution, we use such
a distribution (with parameter theta (θ) set to 0.75) on the top-300
bestseller lists to select books. That means that the request fre-
quency of books written by the author ranked at number r (frq(r))
is inversely proportional to the ranking of the author following a
power law: frq(r) ∼ 1/rθ . Typically, θ ∈ [0, 1]. The larger the
value of theta is, the more distinct the hot spots of a trace are. Thus,
if θ is close to 1.0, there are few distinct hot spot authors that are
accessed very frequently. If θ = 0.0, the requests are uniformly
distributed. We conducted a second series of experiments using
a Zipf-like distribution with θ = 0.86. These experiments con-
firm the results and correlations presented in this section. Using
the names of the authors of a book, we generate a request for our
simulation service. We randomly choose which names (surnames,
first names) are used for the request. Every request contains at
least one surname of an author. This is done to challenge semantic
caching. We generated traces of 2000 requests each for the perfor-
mance experiments. Additionally, we conducted some experiments
using traces of 10000 requests showing similar results.

Some of the requests produce very large response documents
containing up to 32000 fragments. Since the size of such docu-
ments is about 40 MB, it is very likely that Web services do not gen-
erate such large responses. Rather, they generate a fault response
informing the caller that there are too many results and that the re-
quest has to be refined. Thus, our simulation service sends fault
messages for results containing more than 2000 fragments. SSPLC
caches these fault messages because they are marked cachable in
the SOAP header.

Figure 10 shows the average distribution of the requests of our
traces. The majority of the requests produces responses contain-
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ing up to 500 fragments (or fault messages as described above).
The term unique-trace refers to a trace where all duplicates are
removed. The figure shows that there are, e.g., only 19 unique
requests producing responses containing between 1001 and 2000
fragments. So, each of these requests is only contained about 3
times in the full trace. Thus, for our Book Store Light, caching of
large responses is not very promising because they are requested
very infrequently.

We conducted several performance experiments varying differ-
ent parameters and we present the results in this section. For the
experiments in this section, the TTL of responses was set to 30 min-
utes, if not explicitly stated differently. The data volume of all re-
sponses materialized by our simulation service was about 85.4 MB.
Every execution of a trace lasted for about 100 minutes. We con-
ducted some longer running experiments which demonstrated sim-
ilar results. The maximum size for responses to be cached was set
to about 1000 fragments (1.2 MB). Larger responses were fetched
from the remote Web service and forwarded to the client without
caching. One slot (see Section 3.1) had the size of about 1/4 of
an average response, i.e., 40 KB. We conducted the experiments
using three different cache sizes: small (10% of the data volume
of the unique-trace), standard (20%), and large (30%). The cache
was warmed up by running every trace twice and measuring the
second one, although there are only minor differences between the
two runs.

We use two performance metrics to show the effectiveness of our
SSPLC. The transfer volume indicates the data volume requested
from the server. The cache hit rate indicates the percentage of re-
quests which could be answered without interacting with the server.
Therefore we measure how often every relevant match type occurs.
Since we do not need server interaction for exact matches and con-
taining matches, the cache hit rate of SSPLC can be calculated as
cache hit rate = exact match rate + containing match rate.

5.1.2 Experimental Results
The main goal of the SSPLC is to improve scalability of Web ser-

vices. Figure 11 shows3 that already the smallest semantic cache

3Please note that the sum of exact matches, containing matches,
and other matches is not always exactly 100% due to rounding er-
rors.
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is able to answer 43.5% (exact matches + containing matches) of
all requests using data stored in the cache, reducing processing
demands on the central servers significantly. A traditional (non-
semantic) cache (NSC) achieves much smaller hit rates (28.8%).
The bigger the caches are, the better the hit rates become even
though the increase rate is not linear with the cache size increment.
This is due to the fact that already the standard cache size is large
enough to cache most of the hot spot responses. The only advan-
tage of a larger cache is that it is able to additionally store some of
the less frequently requested responses. SSPLC benefits more from
a larger cache than NSC because SSPLC can exploit the seman-
tics of the requests. The percentage of exact matches of SSPLC is
lower that that of NSC. This is founded in the way SSPLC works:
if there is a contained match, e.g., a request for all books written
by “Rowling” while SSPLC only has all books cached written by
“Joanne Rowling”, SSPLC will request all books written by “Rowl-
ing” from the server. This result will be stored in the cache and the
semantic region storing all books written by “Joanne Rowling” will
be removed from the cache, because it stores a subset of the new
semantic region. Thus, subsequent requests for all books written
by “Joanne Rowling” will be answered by filtering the larger se-
mantic region storing all books written by “Rowling”, i.e., will be
a containing match. Since SSPLC efficiently caches results of re-
cent filter calculations, this is no drawback for SSPLC. Contrary to
SSPLC, NSC stores two cache entries in the above situation: one
cache entry contains all books written by “Rowling”, the other one
contains all books written by “Joanne Rowling”. Thus, subsequent
requests for all books of either “Rowling” or “Joanne Rowling”
will produce exact matches. On the other side, the larger storage
demands for the two cache entries drives other cache entries out of
the cache. Thus, the total hit rate, i.e., exact matches + contain-
ing matches, of the SSPLC is much higher that that of NSC. Thus,
SSPLC can answer more requests without server interaction.

Figure 12 demonstrates the reduction of bandwidth consump-
tion. Running the trace without cache results in the transfer of
298 MB across the network. The smallest semantic cache reduces
the transfer volume by approximately 28%, the standard semantic
cache by approximately 41%. The large semantic cache reduces the
transfer volume even more, but the difference is not linear with the
cache size increment due again to the reasons above. The increased
hit rate of SSPLC does not 1:1 translate into equally large band-
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width savings in this scenario. For example, the hit rate of SSPLC
is about 19% higher compared to NSC using the standard cache
size. This hit rate increment translates into about 14% bandwidth
savings. The correlation between hit rate increment and bandwidth
savings depends on the size of the cached semantic regions and
the traces. Nevertheless, the transfer volume of NSC is on average
more than 12% larger than that of SSPLC.

Figure 13 shows results for varying time-to-live periods. Of
course, the longer the TTL period is, the more effective the caches
are. Depending on the TTL, SSPLC performs about 43% to 50%
better than NSC.

Figures 14 and 15 show the correlation between the theta pa-
rameter of the Zipf-like distribution and the match distribution of
SSPLC respectively NSC. As expected, the larger the value of theta
is, the better the hit rates are, because there are more distinct hot
spots. Independent from theta, SSPLC always performs much bet-
ter than NSC.

5.2 Benchmark Scenario 2 (TPC-W 2)
The Transaction Processing Performance Council quite recently

published a first draft of TPC-W Version 2 (TPC-W 2) for public
review. This new version of TPC-W is aiming at Web services.
Thus, we decided to conduct some additional performance exper-
iments based on TPC-W 2. Due to incomplete specifications and
time constraints, we did not implement the full benchmark. Rather,
we chose the “product detail Web service interaction” of TPC-W 2
to conduct our experiments. The data was generated conforming to
the rules of TPC-W Version 2, i.e., 100000 books were generated
and stored in the DBMS. We configured our remote business em-
ulator (RBE) to run 8 emulated businesses (EB) concurrently. The
TTL was set to 5 minutes4 and a total of 3000 requests were sent
to the SSPLC. The cache was able to store about 2500 books. Ev-
ery request asked for detailed information about a randomly chosen
number (1 to 10) of books. According to the TPC-W 2 specifica-
tions, the books should be selected using a given non-uniform ran-
dom distribution, but this distribution generates values which are
distributed too uniformly for any cache. Again, we used a Zipf-like
distribution to select the books.

If a client requests product details for, e.g., book 2 and book 8,
SSPLC translates the request to the predicate “book = 2 ∨ book =
8”. Thus, SSPLC splits up the request into two CPs, as described
4Every benchmark run lasted for about 20 minutes.
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Figure 16: Cache Hits Varying Theta (TPC-W 2)

above, and generates a request for every single book if not available
in the cache. For this reason, there are only exact matches and
disjoint matches in this scenario. If not all books of a request are
available in the cache, the SSPLC rates the request as exact match
and disjoint match according to the ratio of books available in the
cache to books not available in the cache. For example, if a client
requests details about eight books and six books are available in
the cache, the request is rated as 0.75 exact match and 0.25 disjoint
match.

Figure 16 shows the exact matches for the benchmark varying
theta of the Zipf-like distribution. A non-semantic cache (NSC)
is virtually useless in this scenario because the cache hits are less
than 1%, even if θ = 0.99999. This is because NSC can only
answer requests from the cache if two requests are exactly the same,
i.e., the number of product details requested must be the same, the
books must be the same, and the order of the books must be the
same. SSPLC works very well for sufficient large θ, even though
the cache size is small (about 5% of the data volume available at the
origin server) and the TTL is short. For a realistic θ, i.e., greater
or equal to 0.8, the SSPLC is able to answer more than 23% of the
requests.

6. RELATED WORK
Caching in the context of Web services has been addressed, e.g.,

by Akamai [24] and by the usage scenarios S032 and S037 of
the World Wide Web Consortium [16]. The proposed approaches
are either described very abstractly, or are limited to a more or
less straightforward store-and-resend of SOAP responses. Our ap-
proach differs in that it takes advantage of the fact that query-style
requests can be cached more efficiently using semantic caching.
Thus, this paper proposes an alternative solution which is more
flexible and powerful.

A solution for a similar but simpler problem in the area of Web
sources and respectively Web databases, was presented by [20, 21].
They focus on wrapper5 level caching. Therefore, they are able
to take advantage of the semantics of the declarative query lan-
guage SQL, i.e., they automatically deduce region predicates from

5Wrappers are used to extract data from Web sources.

SQL queries. In the area of Web services, no such standardized
declarative language exists. Due to our declarative language for the
annotation of WSDL documents with information about caching-
relevant semantics, we are able to apply semantic caching to Web
services in, e.g., B2B and B2C scenarios. Additionally, we inves-
tigate sorting and generalization issues. Thus, our solution is more
comprehensive and more flexible. The basic techniques of both
SSPLC and [20, 21] are based on prior work on semantic caching,
e.g., [11].

A different usage of caching for Web services is presented
in [26]. They use caching techniques for reliable access to Web
services from, e.g., PDAs or similar unreliably connected mobile
devices. While connected to the Internet, the cache stores requests
and associated results but does not answer them itself. In the case of
a disconnection, the cache tries to answer the requests and addition-
ally caches them. The cache plays the requests back to the origin
server as soon as it is online again. The authors use one representa-
tive service to demonstrate the benefits of a Web service cache and
expose a number of issues in caching Web services. They do not
present a generic solution, but they do conclude that extensions to
WSDL are needed to support cache managers. We think that the
language presented in this paper constitutes a good base for such
extensions.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We presented the semantic cache SSPLC that is suitable for

caching responses from Web services on the SOAP protocol level.
We therefore introduced an XML-based declarative language to an-
notate WSDL documents with information about the semantics of
service requests and responses. We demonstrated the validity of our
proposed caching scheme by performing a set of experiments. The
results of these experiments confirm the reduction of processing
demands on the central servers and the diminishment of bandwidth
consumption, as well as competitive average response time.

We currently conduct benchmarks to compare the performance
of our semantic caching scheme without sorting or generalization
against the performance with sorting and generalization enabled.
We plan to investigate some ideas on how SSPLC can be further im-
proved. First, the declarative language can be extended to integrate
additional semantic knowledge like fragment inclusion dependen-
cies [21] to be able to transform as many overlapping or contained
matches as possible into exact or containing matches. Furthermore,
we intend to improve our caching scheme by taking advantage of
richer interfaces of services. Additionally, we plan to investigate
techniques which enable Web services to load caches with relevant
data [19].
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